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Protect Your Income With
Long-Term Disability Insurance
What is long-term disability insurance?

Long-term disability insurance is protection for your greatest
asset — your income. If you become too sick or hurt to work, it
can replace part of your monthly income so you can still pay
the bills and take care of your family. Breeze makes shopping
for affordable coverage easy with a quick online process.

Instant quotes. Online application. Flexible beneﬁts.
On average, it takes 30 seconds to get a quote and less than 10 minutes to apply through Breeze. Qualified
applicants could even be instantly approved. Plus, benefits can be used however you want.

How it works

Long-Term
Disability Insurance
Issue ages 18-60
Up to $20k/month beneﬁt
(instant decision $5k & under)
30, 60, 90, 180, 365 day
elimination periods
1 year, 2 year, 5 year, 10 year
and to age 65 beneﬁt periods
Policies issued by Assurity
Life and Principal Life
Breeze is rated Excellent
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Why oﬀer long-term disability insurance?
According to the Social Security Administration, 25% of people in the U.S. will experience a disability in their
working years that prevents them from earning an income. And unfortunately, many aren’t financially prepared.
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Ready to protect your income with
long-term disability insurance?
If you work and rely on your source of income, now is a great time to
apply for long-term disability insurance. Because your rates increase
with age, it’ll literally never be more affordable than it is right now.
Contact your agent today to get started!

Our customers love us. We think you will, too.

Easily the best experience I’ve had

5 stars. Very easy and simple process.
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aﬀordable disability insurance. Thanks!

easier to sign up and get enrolled than

service team. Would recommend highly!

— Joel

— Elizabeth

anticipated, highly recommend!

— Denny

Policies oﬀered through Principal Life Insurance Company and Assurity.
Disability Insurance from Principal® is issued by Principal Life Insurance Company, Des Moines, IA 50392. Disability insurance has limitations and
exclusions.
Assurity is a marketing name for the mutual holding company Assurity Group, Inc. and its subsidiaries. Those subsidiaries include but are not limited to:
Assurity Life Insurance Company and Assurity Life Insurance Company of New York. Insurance products and services are oﬀered by Assurity Life Insurance
Company in all states except New York. In New York, insurance products and services are oﬀered by Assurity Life Insurance Company of New York, Albany,
NY. Product availability, features and rates may vary by state.

